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Abstract— In advanced technology nodes, emerging 3-D
integration technology is a promising “More Than Moore” lever
for continued scaling of system capability and value. In the
3-D integrated circuit (3-D IC) implementation, the power delivery network (PDN) is crucial to meeting design specifications.
However, determining the optimal PDN design is nontrivial.
On the one hand, to meet the voltage (IR) drop requirement,
a denser power mesh is desired. On the other hand, to meet the
timing requirement, more routing resource is needed for signal
routing. Moreover, additional competition between signal routing
and power routing is caused by intertier vertical interconnects in
3-D IC. In this article, we propose a power delivery pathfinding
methodology for emerging 3-D integration, which seeks to identify
a “near-optimal” (or, very high quality) PDN for a given BEOL
stack, vertical interconnection, and PDN specification. Compared
with previous works, our methodology can explore richer solution
spaces as it supports different PDN layer combinations and PDN
layer configurations. We develop models for routability and worst
IR drop to help reduce iterations between PDN design and circuit
design in 3-D IC implementation. We present validations and
demonstrate improvement in IR drop and routability with real
design blocks in 28- and 14-nm foundry technology nodes.
Index Terms— 3-D integration, voltage (IR) drop prediction,
power delivery, routability analysis, system pathfinding.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ODERN very-large-scale integration technology has
enabled higher system performance and efficient
power management based on advanced transistor technology.
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Fig. 1. Two integration technologies for foundry-driven 3-D IC. (a) WoW
integration. (b) D2W integration.

With foundry 7-nm products reaching high-volume production,
only a few feasible technology nodes remain to potentially
deliver power, performance, area, and cost (PPAC) benefits
from the transistor, cell architecture, and lateral scaling. 3-D
integrated circuit (3-D IC) stacking techniques are receiving
attention as a promising solution to continue Moore’s Law
for future scaling of integration, area footprint, and design
performance/power envelope.
3-D IC stacking technologies have historically been driven
from two directions: the packaging industry and the foundry
industry. Conventional packaging-driven 3-D IC technologies
based on through-silicon vias (TSVs) have limitations to the
high vertical integration density at the die level due to the size
and pitch of the TSV structure [1]. Recent advanced intertier
vertical interconnect (VI) technology has led to the emergence
of multiple foundry-driven 3-D IC technologies to achieve
significant PPAC benefits; these include high-precision faceto-face (F2F) wafer-on-wafer (WoW) and die-to-wafer (D2W)
stacking, as shown in Fig. 1 [13], [34]. WoW technology
focuses more on power, performance, and area improvements,
while D2W technology seeks more cost-effective integration
methods to enhance system-level power and performance, e.g.,
for memory-on-logic, single-chip solutions. WoW faces two
key limitations compared with D2W technology: 1) the same
area constraint for top and bottom dies limits partitioning
scenarios and 2) overall low yield. On the other hand, D2W
technology has achieved yield improvements with prebonding
testing for existing 2-D IPs. Therefore, existing 2-D EDA
tools can be used to perform realistic experiments for D2W
stacking. In addition, D2W facilitates the integration of a
heterogeneous 3-D IC into multiple dies (e.g., a large bottom
die and variously sized smaller top dies). With this processfriendly approach coupled with relatively high integration
density, D2W technology has become a practical solution to
cope with 2-D scaling challenges.
A power delivery network (PDN) in the back end of
line (BEOL) has a direct impact on the reliability and functionality of the product design. Determining high-quality PDNs
with the increasing power density and design complexity is
challenging even in 2-D ICs. The challenges are exacerbated
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Fig. 2. Brief example of PDN design from the lowest layer to the top
layer in BEOL. (a) In the 3-D IC, when using an optimal PDN structure
of 2-D IC, routing congestion occurs due to lower routability in the higher
metal layers. A design that is too pessimistic about routing congestion uses
less PDN and, thus, has a large IR drop. (b) Our proposed “one-shot”
pathfinding methodology obtains near-optimal PDN parameters (i.e., yielding
best routability while meeting the IR drop requirement) with a one-time effort
for each tier.

in 3-D ICs with additional resistance between the power
supply and transistors in different tiers. In addition, feasible
design solutions are limited because signal and power/ground
routing must be passed through the intertier VIs. Smaller
sizes of intertier VIs can make new integration feasible,
but the higher resistance adversely affects the PDN quality
[36], [37]. To achieve robust functionality, 3-D IC designs
must mitigate and balance these PDN-related challenges.
Fig. 2(a) illustrates a conventional PDN design flow for 3-D
IC, where designers iteratively explore a large PDN design
space to reach a balance between voltage (IR) drop and
routability. However, this process takes a considerable portion
of the design cycle. To reduce the turnaround time in 3-D
IC design, ideally, a PDN pathfinding flow in 3-D IC would
be capable of delivering a near-optimal PDN design without
any iterations as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). This demands an
efficient, accurate design space exploration (also known as
pathfinding) methodology that—given various technology- and
design-dependent parameters—can quickly provide quality of
result (QoR) tradeoffs of various PDN solutions.
Our work builds on the power delivery pathfinding approach
of [16], in which a fixed combination of BEOL layers is
used for power delivery. Compared with [16], we propose an
efficient two-stage pathfinding methodology for PDN design
of emerging F2F 3-D designs that explore a larger design
solution space, including various PDN layer combinations.
In the literature and industry, finding good PDN designs is
difficult largely due to the large solution space of PDN designs
and the long turnaround time for PDN evaluation. With our
solutions, near-optimal PDN designs can be found with models
based on a relatively small set of data points from small
artificial designs. In the first stage, we create sensitivity graphs
that consider the IR drop and routability tradeoff and apply the
shortest path algorithm to obtain a PDN layer combination
with minimized cost. In the second stage, based on the layer
combination obtained from the first stage, we build an IR
drop model to predict the worst IR (WIR) drop of a given
PDN configuration. To comprehend the effect of a given
PDN solution on the overall design QoR, we also develop
a routability model that predicts the routability of a design
given a PDN configuration.
Putting the first- and second-stage elements together, our
pathfinding methodology starts by identifying the best PDN

layer combination considering both WIR and routability. For
the best PDN layer combination, we then filter out PDN
configurations based on a given design’s prescribed WIR
limits. Finally, the routability model is used to identify the
WIR-feasible PDN configuration(s) that offer the best routability. We, thus, obtain a high-quality PDN solution that is “nearoptimal” (to the extent that we have been able to make exhaustive enumeration-based experimental confirmations) in the
sense of both predicted WIR and estimated routability within
our modeled PDN design space. Our PDN solution approach
offers direct benefits to design QoR and ease of implementation. The main contributions of our work are as follows.
1) We propose a novel interface to properly combine IR
drop analysis of PDN configurations and the corresponding impact on routability.1
2) We study the impact of VI density (VIdensity ) on design
routability and build a VI-aware routability model.
3) We develop IR-drop and routability sensitivity graphs
to obtain a best PDN layer combination given a set of
IR-drop and routability weights.
4) On foundry 28-nm designs, we demonstrate that our
pathfinding methodology identifies high-quality PDN
designs compared with a reference industry PDN design.
5) We further confirm that our pathfinding methodology
improves over an industrial PDN reference solution in
foundry 14-nm technology.
6) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
a pathfinding methodology that explores both PDN
layer combination and per-layer PDN configuration to
identify high-quality solutions for F2F 3-D designs.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II provides an overview of related works in the
literature. Section III introduces our PDN pathfinding methodology. Section IV describes our PDN layer combination
pathfinding (Stage 1), and Section V shows the experimental
setup and results for this PDN layer combination pathfinding.
Sections VI and VII, respectively, describe our PDN layer
configuration pathfinding (Stage 2) and experimental results.
We validate our overall two-stage PDN pathfinding flow in
Section VIII. In Section IX, we extend our proposed methodology to 14-nm foundry technology. Section X gives conclusions
and directions for ongoing works.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we review previous works in the literature.
We classify relevant previous works into three categories:
1) 3-D IC implementation methodology; 2) PDN design
methodology; and 3) routability modeling.
A. 3-D IC Design Implementation Methodology
Several design methodologies using existing commercial
2-D CAD tools have been proposed for physical implementation of gate-level 3-D ICs [8], [19], [20], [22], and [24].
The Shrunk2D (S2D) flow [22], [24] performs gate-level
3-D IC implementation, while the subsequent Cascade2D flow
1
Note that we do not attempt PDN pathfinding that considers dynamic IR
droop. This remains a “holy grail” that depends on the evolution of techniques,
such as what we propose here and determining proper simulation vectors.
Also, while our work aligns with goals, such as PDN pathfinding for large
SoC designs, we focus on the 3-D IC context and its unique complexities, at a
block scale (and we do not have access to large SoC designs and collateral
data).
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implements both gate- and block-level monolithic 3-D ICs [8].
Recently, a commercial-quality F2F-bonded 3-D IC implementation flow Compact-2D (C2D) has been proposed [20].
We note that these works on 3-D IC implementation leave
open the issue of interactions between power delivery and
routability.
B. PDN Design Methodology
Power delivery in gate-level 3-D ICs is considered in [23],
which proposes a PDN-centered tier-partitioning technique
that comprehends the IR drop versus thermal tradeoff in
monolithic 3-D IC. Samal et al. [29] analyze full-chip impact
of PDN designs in monolithic 3-D ICs. Optimized 3-D
PDN design configurations (in six categories) are compared
across power, performance, IR drop, and wirelength metrics
in different technology nodes. However, design-specific PDN
choices at the “Pareto frontier” of IR drop versus routability
are not addressed, as this would require exploration of PDN
structures with degrees of freedom on each metal layer.
Chang et al. [9] develop a system-level PDN model, along
with static and dynamic frequency- and time-domain analyses.
The 2-D and 3-D ICs with extracted equivalent RLC parasitics are compared using a single-baseline PDN structure.
The focus is on dynamic rail analysis with frequency-related
environmental differences (e.g., decap insertion) rather than
PDN optimization. Chang et al. [7], Chhabria et al. [12],
and Kahng et al. [16] propose model-based power delivery
pathfinding methodology that explores PDN design solution
space for a given, fixed PDN layer combination (e.g., M2, M3,
M4, M7, and M8). With these approaches, the exploration of
different PDN layer combinations would require much more
data for modeling and may encounter scalability challenges.
Furthermore, vertical connections are not considered as these
works are limited to the 2-D IC context.
C. Routability Modeling
Numerous techniques have been devised toward estimation
of signal routing congestion in placement and global routing
stages [11], [18], [21], [31]. Various methods, respectively,
apply Rent’s rule to estimate the wirelength distribution
of a region [32], estimate congestion by analysis of pin
densities [3] or Steiner trees [28], or achieve bounding boxaware per-net wirelength estimation [4]. Machine learningbased routing congestion prediction models have also been
proposed. Qi et al. [27] apply supervised learning to predict
detailed routing violation and utilization in the global routing
stage via multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS).
Zhou et al. [33] propose a machine learning model that
predicts DRC violations from placement and global routing
data. Chan et al. [5] extract hotspot features to identify gcells
with DRC violations.
This work requires routability estimation that considers both
BEOL stacks (including PDN and technology rules) along
with given placement. Thus, in the following, we employ the
routability characterization methodology of “PROBE” [15],
which affords a ranking of BEOL stack options according to
their intrinsic routing capacities.2
2 Kahng et al. [15] note several challenges associated with studies of real
design blocks, which can have: 1) large cell instance counts; 2) large variance
in cell sizes; and 3) nonuniformity in net topologies. Our PDN pathfinding
problem has these same challenges and additional impacts from TSV and
VI connections. However, as noted, we confirm the robustness of our proposed
methodology with real design blocks in two different foundry technologies.
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Additional works have studied the issue of vertical cuts
(interconnect demands) in gate-level 3-D IC implementation,
e.g., attempting to maximize the benefits of 3-D ICs by
increasing the number of monolithic intertier vias (MIVs) or
F2F VIs [20], [22]. Peng et al. [26] note that, as the number of vertical cuts increases, interdie coupling capacitance
increases, significantly affecting power and signal integrity in
F2F bonded ICs.
D. Summary
From the above, we see that, while previous works on 3-D
IC implementation have illuminated many aspects of partitioning, place-and-route, and power delivery, typically, only a
very limited PDN solution space is considered. The need for
PDN pathfinding in 3-D IC arises because power/ground (PG)
delivery is far from “free”: in 3-D ICs, there are TSV and
routability impacts, as well as a need for the PDN solution to
support the delivery of PG and signal through intertier VIs.
The number of VIs is a significant determinant of power and
signal integrity, in light of routing congestion and IR drop.
This is in contrast to PDNs in 2-D ICs that are generally less
sensitive to signal routing congestion on upper metal layers.3
Our work attempts to close this gap by explicitly considering
both IR drop and routability.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we first generalize the PDN pathfinding
problem presented in [16] and then describe our approach for
PDN pathfinding methodology considering both PDN layer
combination and PDN layer configuration.
1) PDN Pathfinding Problem: Given a mesh-like placement
with VI locations, provide an optimized PDN design
considering IR and routability.
2) Inputs: Mesh-like placement, VI locations, and BEOL
stack.
3) Output: PDN with optimized IR and routability.
4) Constraints: Technology design rules.
A. Preliminaries
We divide the overall PDN pathfinding problem into two
subproblems that are sequentially solved in the proposed
two-stage PDN pathfinding methodology. We define the two
stages for solving the two subproblems as follows.
1) PDN layer combination pathfinding focuses on the
choices of metal layers in a BEOL stack that is used
for PG metal stripes (e.g., M2-M3-M4-M7-M8).
2) PDN layer configuration pathfinding focuses on the
detailed usage of routing resources (i.e., PDN density)
of each metal layer for a given PDN layer combination
(e.g., a set of PG stripe {width, spacing, pitch} configurations for all metal layers in a PDN layer combination).
For PDN layer combination pathfinding, in order to qualitatively provide guidance on the detailed usage of routing
resources, we define a usage corner as a tuple of {width,
spacing, pitch}.4 For PDN layer configuration pathfinding,
3 If the total number of VIs is high relative to the total number of nets (i.e.,
a high #VIs-to-#nets ratio), this implies that the number of 3-D nets traversing
through the VIs located on the top metal layer is also relatively high. The
impact of these VIs (which are induced by the design’s partition across tiers)
must be considered in the 3-D IC PDN design.
4 In Section IV, we define three typical usage corners (i.e., min, base, and
max). A finer granularity of usage corners can provide more detailed guidance
for PDN layer configuration pathfinding.
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Illustration of circuit design-independent PDN design knobs.
TABLE I
PDN D ESIGN K NOBS

we define PDN design knobs to explore the PDN layer
configuration solution space. Table I shows the PDN design
knobs that we consider. Circuit design-independent knobs
include width, space, and pitch size of metal stripe, as shown
in Fig. 3. Combinations of these knobs must satisfy the design
rule constraints of the given technology. For a given 3-D IC
design, the circuit design-dependent knobs include the number
of cell instances, row utilization, and VIdensity .
B. Routability Measurement
While WIR can be directly measured by a power analysis tool, measurement of routability is less straightforward.
In the context of 3-D IC, with consideration of TSV and
VI effects, routability measurement becomes even more challenging. We apply the core technique of PROBE [15] to
obtain an intrinsic measure of routability of a given PDN
design, in terms of the so-called “K threshold” (K th ) metric,
based on a mesh-like placement. We construct a mesh-like
placement, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). A mesh-like placement
uniformly arranges netlists in a Wdie × Hdie floorplan, where
Hdie = Mr × Hgate and Wdie = Mc × Wgate /U according to the
mesh topology. Mr is the number of rows indexed by p, and
Mc is the number of columns indexed by q. Wgate and Hgate are
the width and height of a given cell, respectively, and U is a
predefined placement (row) utilization. For a mesh-like placement, as shown in Fig. 4(a), each pin of a given instance is
initially connected to its neighboring instances, and originally,
there are zero (or very few) design rule violations after routing.
The PROBE methodology iteratively swaps the placement
locations of random pairs of neighboring instances. This progressive “tangling” gradually degrades the placement, increasing congestion until, eventually, the perturbed placement
becomes unroutable (i.e., the number of postroute design rule
violations exceeds a predefined threshold).5 The number of
neighbor swaps (normalized to total instance count) before
routing failure occurs is called the K threshold (K th ). We use
a three-input AOI cell as the basis for the starting meshlike placement, with inputs and output of each cell being
connected, as shown in Fig. 4.6
[15], we define routing failure as #DRVs > 150.
that, for training data collection, the mesh-like placement enables
the fine-grained increase of routing difficulty with decent runtime scalability
compared with placement perturbation and routing for real design blocks.
5 Following
6 Note

Fig. 4. Illustration of (a) mesh-like placement as in [15] and (b) our 3-D
mesh-like placement with VIs (on top metal layer).

A robust PDN design can potentially consume considerable
routing resources as it satisfies the WIR constraint; this,
in turn, worsens routing congestion in surrounding areas.
When comparing PDN designs, a higher K th value implies that
a given PDN design has better routability, i.e., more routing
capacity. According to [15], the rank ordering of BEOL
routing capacities, based on mesh-like placement, is stable
and consistent across different designs. In this work, we make
the key observation that different PDN designs implemented
in a BEOL stack are equivalent to variants of the original
BEOL stack with reduced routing capacities. Following this
observation, we can measure the routability of a PDN for a
given BEOL stack, and the rank ordering of routabilities across
PDNs can be generalized and applied to different designs.
To understand the impact of VIs on routability of a given
PDN in the 3-D IC context, we extend the mesh-like placement
with connections from cell pins to VI pins on the top metal
layer, as shown in Fig. 4(b). We fix the locations of VI pins
during the random swapping of neighboring cells. We use
the parameter VIdensity (see Table I) to reflect that the impact
of VI on relative routability (of a given BEOL stack plus
PDN) is independent of the design size. The number of VIs is
determined by VIdensity × #nets. The VIs are placed on the top
metal, and VIs do not overlap the PDN.7 Each VI is connected
to the net of the nearest cell output pin.
C. F2F Mesh-Like Placement Setup
Unlike the 2-D mesh-like placement used in PROBE [15],
routability measurement in 3-D IC must comprehend the
unique aspects of vertical interconnection, including TSVs
and intertier connections. Therefore, in our setup of mesh-like
placement for the F2F case, we place TSVs on the bottom
tier as both placement and routing blockages. Following the
methodology of such works, as in [22], we place I/O ports on
the top routing layer to capture the behavior of VIs for intertier
connections. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the cross section view of F2F
stacking with TSV, and Fig. 5(b) illustrates our implementation
for routability and WIR experiments. In order to simulate the
3-D F2F stacking structure with available 2-D EDA tools,
we replace the connections between PDN TSVs and top-layer
PDN of the top tier with fictitious metal stripes and vias with
very low resistance, such that the top-layer PDNs from both
tiers are virtually shorted.8
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the top view of F2F stacking with TSV,
and Fig. 6(b) illustrates our implementation for F2F mesh-like
placement with PDN. We use a staggered TSV allocation with
7 Note that, to implement routing by a commercial 2-D P&R tool in our
experiments, the VIs in the routability model are placed as I/O pins. This
technique has been used in previous works, such as [22].
8 We recognize that the setup in Fig. 5(a) is not identical to the setup
in Fig. 5(b), and that different current distributions will result. However,
our separate studies confirm that such differences are small, do not affect
the dominance of bottom-tier WIR, and do not qualitatively change our
conclusions.
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Fig. 5. Cross section view illustrations of (a) F2F stacking with TSV and
(b) our experimental implementation. Physical connections from PDN TSVs
to top-tier PDN are replaced by fictitious metal stripes and vias with very
low resistance such that the top-most PDN layers from both tiers are virtually
shorted. VIs are replaced with I/O ports to mimic intertier connection.
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Fig. 7. Two-stage PDN pathfinding flow that gives the optimized PDN
layer combination and per-layer PDN configuration considering both WIR
requirement and routability requirement.

models to filter and rank possible PDN layer configurations,
so as to obtain the most promising PDN design for given
BEOL stack and WIR requirements. We validate our two-stage
PDN pathfinding flow in Section VIII.
IV. S TAGE 1: PDN L AYER C OMBINATION PATHFINDING
In this section, we describe the problem statement and our
shortest-path-based formulation for PDN layer combination
pathfinding problem. As mentioned earlier, there is an obvious tradeoff between PDN quality and routability. Therefore,
we introduce a routability-IR tradeoff factor α to modulate the
balance between routability and WIR metrics. The following
equation shows the cost function that we use in PDN layer
combination pathfinding: a weighted sum of routability (i.e.,
K th ) and WIR (i.e., mV):
cost = α · cost K th + (1 − α) · costIR .
Fig. 6. Top view illustrations of (a) mesh-like placement with TSVs and
(b) mesh-like placement with PDN overlay.

TSV size of 2.4 × 2.4 μm2 , an array pitch size of 40 μm,
and offset between VDD and VSS of 10 μm in this work.
We perform routability and WIR experiments with the implementation described in Fig. 5(b) where both the routability
and WIR characteristics of the design are preserved compared
with the F2F stacking case. In the following, the routability
studies are performed considering the TSVs unless otherwise
specified.
D. Overall Flow
As mentioned in Section II, previous works have mainly
focused on exploring PDN design solution space when the
PDN layer combination is fixed due to scalability limitations.
To achieve a power delivery pathfinding flow that explores
a solution space, including both PDN layer combination
and PDN layer configuration, we propose a two-stage PDN
pathfinding methodology.
Fig. 7 illustrates the two stages of our methodology.
In Stage 1, we formulate the PDN layer combination pathfinding problem as a shortest-path computation in a sensitivity
graph, which determines the best layer combination. We introduce the routability-IR tradeoff factor α to modulate the
balance of routing resource usage between PDN and signal
routing. In Stage 2, based on the layer combination obtained
from Stage 1, we develop and apply WIR and routability

(1)

We validate our shortest-path-based PDN layer combination
pathfinding flow in Section V-B.
1) PDN Layer Combination Pathfinding Problem: For a
mesh-like placement, a BEOL stack, and routabilityIR tradeoff factor, find the PDN layer combination that
gives the minimum cost.
2) Inputs: Mesh-like placement, baseline PDN design,
routability-IR tradeoff factor α, and PDN resource usage
corners.
3) Output: PDN layer combination that gives the minimum
cost along with resource usage guidance for each metal
layer.
For a given BEOL stack with n metal layers and m
PDN resource usage corners, our goal is to find the PDN
layer combination that gives the minimum weighted sum of
routability cost and IR cost from a sensitivity graph. The
sensitivity graph, for which we require O(m ·n) experiments to
obtain the sensitivity (i.e., cost) of each edge, is able to predict
an overall solution space that requires O(m n ) experiments to
obtain ground-truth data.
A. Sensitivity Graph
Similar in spirit to [2], we explore the possibility of leveraging a superposition assumption (i.e., empirical property)
for each of routability and WIR of PDN for a given BEOL
stack. Without loss of generality, we use Fig. 8 to illustrate
the process of sensitivity graph construction with a BEOL
stack with eight metal layers and three PDN resource usage
corners.
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Sensitivity graph of a BEOL stack of eight metal layers for PDN.

Each vertex in the sensitivity graph only serves for connectivity purposes and does not have physical meaning.
Each edge in the sensitivity graph represents a usage corner
(i.e., min, base, or max) of a metal layer if the corresponding
metal layer is used for PDN. For example, M3min indicates
minimum routing resource usage for PDN on M3, and M5jump
indicates that PDN does not use M3 or M4. Each directed
path from node N2 to node N9 represents a valid PDN. For
example, the path consisting of edges {M2base − M3base −
M4base − M5base − M6base − M7base − M8base } represents our
baseline PDN design. Note that the purpose of the baseline
PDN design is to provide baseline K th and WIR values for
edge cost calibration.
B. Edge Cost Characterization and Shortest Path
From the baseline PDN design, we perform one of the
following operations at a time to obtain a variant PDN layer
combination and calculate the routability and WIR costs of
each edge in the graph.
1) Single-Layer PDN Resource Tuning: Replace an edge
that belongs to baseline PDN with min or max edge.
2) PDN Layer Skipping: Replace two consecutive edges in
the baseline PDN with a skip edge.
For each variant PDN layer combination, we perform
routability analysis (respectively, IR drop analysis) and calculate the difference from baseline PDN layer combination
analysis result to obtain edge routability cost (respectively,
WIR cost). We normalize the routability cost and WIR cost
using
x̄ = (x − μ)/σ

(2)

where μ represents the mean value of all raw data and σ
represents the standard deviation of all data for routability and
WIR, respectively. Note that, for routability cost, we take the
negative normalized value of the difference in K th since higher
K th indicates better routability, which should correspond to a
lower cost in the sensitivity graph.
For a given routability-IR tradeoff factor α, we apply
(1) to calculate the cost for each edge. We then apply the
shortest-path algorithm to obtain the shortest path from node
N2 to node N9, which represents the PDN layer combination that has the minimum weighted sum of routability and
WIR costs.
V. E XPERIMENT AND VALIDATION OF PDN
L AYER C OMBINATION PATHFINDING
In this section, we describe our experimental setup and the
results of the PDN layer combination pathfinding.
We perform experiments with an eight-track 28-nm FDSOI
foundry enablement with a ten-metal-layer BEOL stack. The
row utilization is determined by the number of available
cell rows. For example, eight vertical tracks on a cell and

Fig. 9. Illustration of PG via array generation strategies. (a) Continuous via
array. (b) Split via array.
TABLE II
R EFERENCE D ESIGN OF PDN FOR 28-nm FDSOI D ESIGN AND
PDN L AYER C ONFIGURATIONS FOR S CALABILITY S TUDY

three vertical tracks of white space imply a row utilization
of 0.727.9 For the PROBE-like routability study, we perform
place-and-route using Cadence Innovus Implementation System v17.10 [39]. To comprehend the impact of TSVs on
routability in 3-D IC implementation, we use TSVs as routing
blockages during the PROBE-like routability study. Note that
the PDN layer combinations considered in this work can have
M3 PG stripes connected to M8 PG stripes directly using PG
vias. In order to avoid blocking an excessive amount of routing
resources between two nonneighboring routing layers, we split
the generated PG vias, as shown in Fig. 9. Hence, the PDNs
in this work are different from the PDNs in [16] even if the
parameters are the same.
For the WIR study, we perform static IR analysis using
ANSYS RedHawk v15.1.1 [42]. To capture the impact of
TSVs on IR drop in 3-D IC implementation, TSVs are
treated as blockages when we construct the PDNs, and
the power is supplied through TSVs and then redistributed from the top metal layer, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b).
Table II shows the reference design that we use for our
experiments.10
A. Scalability Study
We study the scalability of our approach by varying design
size as described. We perform routability analysis using variations of the reference PDN design.11 We sweep the number
of cells from 25k to 100k with a step size of 25k for a fixed
utilization. A total of 24 distinct PDNs are enumerated by
varying one parameter at a time, between 75% (small) and
9 For ease of use, the values of the following utilizations are rounded to the
first decimal place.
10
For the feasibility of our determining the ground truth for all PDN
combinations, we set up a reference with a low top-most layer.
11 WIR in 3-D IC depends on specific boundary conditions. We experimentally confirm that there is no obvious correlation between #Instances and WIR
for a given utilization.
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TABLE III
PDN C ONFIGURATIONS FOR E ACH M ETAL L AYER W HICH U SE M IN ,
BASE , AND M AX R ESOURCES . PDN D ENSITY I S C ALCULATED
AS THE N UMBER OF B LOCKED T RACKS F ROM THE T OTAL
N UMBER OF T RACKS PER L AYER

Fig. 10. Routability (K th ) versus #instances for 24 PDN variants derived
from the reference PDN.

175% (big) of the corresponding value used in the reference
PDN, as shown in Table II.
Fig. 10 shows the impact of design size (in terms of
#instances) on routability (i.e., K th ). We can observe that
routability decreases as we increase the design size. Note that,
as expected, none of the 24 PDN variants from the reference
PDN changes routability dramatically for a given design size.
Although there is a change in the absolute value of K th when
design size changes (as explained in [15]), the routability rank
ordering of PDN designs is independent of design size. Based
on our empirical observation of this stability under scaling,
we fix the number of instances at 25k for all the experiments
reported in the following.
B. Sensitivity-Based PDN Layer Combination Pathfinding
To validate our approach, we perform experiments to obtain
the ground-truth data of all PDN layer combinations defined
by PDN layer usage corners for each metal layer. We assess
the accuracy of our sensitivity-based PDN layer combination
pathfinding approach by comparing the rank ordering of pathbased cost and the rank ordering from ground-truth data.
To assess the impact of routability-IR tradeoff factor α on our
PDN layer combination pathfinding approach, we use different
α values and perform the rank ordering comparison.
1) Routability and WIR Sensitivity Graph Construction:
As mentioned in Section IV, we measure the impact of adding
PG stripes on a certain metal layer to build a sensitivity graph
comprehending both routability and WIR. We apply singlelayer PDN resource tuning (i.e., switching between PDN layer
usage corners) or 2) PDN layer skipping to obtain PDN
layer combination variants. Compared with a baseline PDN
layer combination (i.e., {M2base − M3base − M4base − M5base −
M6base − M7base − M8base } path in Fig. 8), we measure the
difference in routability (in terms of K th value) and WIR
between the baseline PDN layer combination and PDN layer
combination variants. Table III shows the various PDN usage
corners that we consider in this work. The minimum PDN is
set to 75% of the width of the base PDN, and the spacing and
the set-to-set pitch are set to 175%.
Tables IV and V show the raw/normalized routability and
WIR cost, respectively. As mentioned in Section IV, we take
the negative value of normalized routability cost for weighted
sum edge cost calculation for a given routability-IR tradeoff
factor α. We illustrate the ranges of WIR and routability
sensitivity for corner cases (i.e., min and max for each
layer) in Fig. 11. We can observe that, for each metal layer,

TABLE IV
R AW AND N ORMALIZED ROUTABILITY E DGE S ENSITIVITY C OST

TABLE V
R AW AND N ORMALIZED IR E DGE S ENSITIVITY C OST

the sensitivity values of the baseline PDN design for both WIR
and routability lie between the corresponding values of min
and max PDN, as expected.
2) Sensitivity-Based PDN Layer Combination Pathfinding:
To assess the accuracy of our graph-based method, we measure all possible PDN layer combinations in the graph to
obtain ground-truth WIR and routability values. For a given
pair of WIR and routability weights, we compare the rank
ordering of all layer combinations between the graph-based
result and the ground truth. Fig. 12 shows the rank ordering
comparison between the graph-based method and ground
truth. We achieve a Spearman’s coefficient of 0.96, which
suggests that the graph-based method can accurately capture
the tradeoff between WIR and routability for various layer
combinations.
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Fig. 11. IR and routability sensitivity analysis results for min/base/max
configurations for each layer of the PDN. (a) WIR sensitivity. (b) Routability
sensitivity.

Fig. 12. Correlation results between graph-based method and ground truth
for (a) WIR and (b) routability.

3) Impact of α on Rank Ordering: We use different
routability-IR tradeoff factor α values to assess the impact
of α on rank ordering. We use three α values {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}
to represent different tradeoffs between routability and WIR.
For each α value, we perform experiments with a total
of 1080 PDNs. We summarize the breakdown of PDNs from
different scenarios as follows.
1) Using All Layers: 3#PDNLayers = 729.
2) Skipping Two Layers: 3#PDNLayers−2 × #skipCase =
34 × 4 = 324.
3) Skipping Four Layers: 3#PDNLayers−4 × #skipCase =
32 × 3 = 27.
Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows the graph-based approach and
ground truth of tradeoff between routability and WIR with
the three α values, respectively. We highlight the Pareto curve
from the graph-based approach in both Fig. 13(a) and (b).
We can observe that the Pareto curve obtained from the graphbased approach fits the ground-truth tradeoff, which provides
confirmation of the effectiveness of our approach.
VI. S TAGE 2: PDN L AYER C ONFIGURATION PATHFINDING
In this section, we describe the problem statement and our
model-based flow for the PDN layer configuration pathfinding
problem given a PDN layer combination. For a given PDN
layer combination, we define the PDN layer configuration
pathfinding problem as follows.
1) PDN Layer Configuration Pathfinding Problem: Given
a mesh-like placement, VI locations, and a PDN layer
combination, provide a PDN design that meets the WIR
limit with best routability.
2) Inputs: Mesh-like placement, VI locations, and PDN
layer combination.
3) Output: PDN with best routability meeting the WIR
limit.
4) Constraints: WIR and technology design rules.

Fig. 13.
Illustration of tradeoff between routability and WIR with
α = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8} for (a) graph-based approach and (b) ground truth. The
Pareto curve in (a) and (b) are both from the graph-based approach.

A. WIR and Routability Modeling
Fig. 14 illustrates the WIR and routability modeling flow.
For a collection of PDN candidates, we perform static IR
analysis on a mesh-like placement. We sweep the circuit
design-independent knobs (i.e., width, spacing, and pitch of
PG stripes) to generate a training data set of PDN layer
configurations and obtain their corresponding WIR values.
Based on the WIR values in the data set, we train a WIR
model and use the model to predict the WIR for different PDN
layer configurations. Fig. 14(a) illustrates the WIR modeling
flow. Similar to WIR modeling flow, we build a routability
model based on K th values from the PDN layer configuration
candidates. Fig. 14(b) illustrates the routability modeling flow.
We perform PROBE-like routability analysis [15] to collect
K th data for various PDN layer configuration candidates.
Besides the PDN variables including metal width, spacing,
and pitch, we also consider utilization and VIdensity in the
routability model, so as to comprehend the competition for
routing resources between PDN and signal routing.
We use learning-based algorithms, such as the ordinary
least-squares method (multivariable linear regression), and
MARS [14], to build regression models for both WIR and
routability. By combining several models (multivariable linear
regression and MARS), we achieve a hybrid surrogate model
to assess the WIR and routability of PDN layer configurations.
Model validations are discussed in Section VII-C.
B. Model-Based PDN Layer Configuration Pathfinding
For a given PDN layer combination, PDN layer configurations are enumerated honoring technology constraints (width,
space, and pitch) for all stripes on all layers. We use the WIR
model to prune the PDN solution space according to the WIR
requirement. For the enumerated PDN layer configurations,
we apply the WIR model to predict their respective WIR
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Fig. 15. WIR (left) and routability (right) sensitivity to circuit-independent
knobs width (top) and set-to-set pitch (bottom). The red numbers indicate the
slope of the K th change with each knob.
Fig. 14.

(a) WIR modeling flow. (b) Routability modeling flow.

values and find PDN layer configurations that satisfy the WIR
requirement. We then use our routability model to rank PDN
layer configurations, which satisfies WIR constraint, based on
their routability. Based on the WIR and routability models, our
flow returns a PDN layer configuration that satisfies the WIR
constraint and has the best routability. This PDN solution will
in our experience provide the highest probability of a clean
3-D IC implementation.
C. Evaluation Metric
For the WIR model, we compare the measured WIR values
and the predicted WIR values to assess our WIR model
accuracy. For the routability model, we consider our goal to
provide the most routable PDN layer configuration. We rank
the relative routability by the K th value over the absolute
value of K th predicted through regression. Thus, not only the
linearity expressed by the Pearson correlation coefficient [25]
but also the ranking comparison by each K th is required.
We use the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [30] to
compare the routability ranking of PDNs with predicted K th
values with the ranking of PDNs with real K th values obtained
experimentally from PROBE-like analyses. Spearman’s coefficient of ≥0.9 between the two rankings may be taken as
evidence of a strong correlation.
VII. E XPERIMENT AND VALIDATION OF PDN L AYER
C ONFIGURATION PATHFINDING
In this section, we describe our result of the experiment and
validation of PDN layer configuration pathfinding. For each
model in PDN layer configuration pathfinding, we use 67%
of the overall data set for training and the remaining 33% of
the data set for testing. We use a MARS implementation in
Python3 from the Py-earth package [35]. Other aspects of the
experimental setup are the same as in Section V.
A. PDN Layer Configuration Sensitivity Study
To assess the impact of each PDN and circuit design
knob on WIR drop and routability for a given PDN layer

combination, we investigate the sensitivities of WIR and
routability to various design knobs discussed in Section VI.
For PDN design knobs, all circuit-independent design knobs
of width, spacing, and pitch for M3, M4, M7, and M8 are
considered. For circuit-dependent design knobs, we consider
utilization and VIdensity . Only one knob is swept at a time,
while all other knobs are fixed at their values in the reference design. Fig. 15 shows the sensitivity results between
WIR/routability (y-axis) and PDN density (x-axis) by varying
design knobs. The PDN density of each layer is calculated as
2 × width/pitch.
1) Width: We sweep width for M3, M4, M7, and M8 from
75% to 175% of the reference value. Fig. 15(a) shows the
WIR as a function of width for M4, M7, and M8 separately.
WIR decreases as we increase the width since VDD/VSS
stripes become less resistive. Fig. 15(b) shows routability as a
function of width. For all layers, routability decreases as width
increases since less routing resource is available. Moreover,
there is less sensitivity of routability to PDN layer density on
higher layers.
2) Spacing: We sweep the VDD/VSS stripes spacing for
M3, M4, M7, and M8 from 75% to 175% of the reference
value. Spacing between VDD and VSS stripes is in practice
mainly used to control dynamic IR drop, and it does not have
a significant effect on static IR drop. The effect of spacing on
routability is also negligible.
3) Pitch: We sweep the M4 VDD/VSS stripe pitch for M3,
M4, M7, and M8 from 75% to 175% of the reference value.
Fig. 15(c) shows that WIR increases as we increase pitch
(i.e., sparser power mesh). Fig. 15(d) shows that routability
decreases as PDN layer density increases. However, there is
higher sensitivity to pitch than width, even with the same PDN
layer density.
4) Row Utilization: In our routability model development,
our use of mesh-like placement implies that current density is
proportional to the row utilization of the placement. Fig. 16(a)
shows WIR versus PDN layer density (determined by metal
width), while Fig. 16(c) shows WIR versus PDN layer density
(determined by metal pitch), on M3, M4, M7, and M8. Since
IR drop is proportional to current density, which is, in turn,
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TABLE VI
S ENSITIVITY TO VI D ENSITIES (# NETS = 25 172)

Fig. 16. WIR (left) and routability (right) sensitivity analysis results for
circuit-independent knobs width (top) and set-to-set pitch (bottom) with
various utilizations {0.5, 0.7, 0.9}.

proportional to row utilization in a uniform placement, we see
that WIR is proportional to utilization.
Designs with higher row utilization in the placement tend
to have DRVs on lower metal layers due to a lack of
routing resources for pin access and/or promotion. Therefore,
we simultaneously sweep design utilization and metal width
(respectively, pitch) to study the routability impact of PDN
design due to interactions between design utilization and stripe
width (respectively, pitch). Fig. 16(b) shows the routability as a
function of utilization and metal width, and Fig. 16(d) shows
the routability as a function of utilization and metal pitch,
on layers M3, M4, M7, and M8. We observe that routability
decreases as we increase the utilization. We also observe that,
for a given utilization, routability is more sensitive to changes
in lower metal layers.
5) V I densit y : We sweep the VIdensity from 0.025 to 0.25.
Similar to the utilization sensitivity study, we simultaneously
sweep metal width or pitch along with VIdensity , as VI accessibility intuitively depends more on routing resources on the
higher metal layer. Since signal VIs are circuit-dependent and
affect only routing resources, only the routability analysis is
performed.12 VIdensity is given in Table VI. Fig. 17(a) shows
the routability as a function of VI density and metal width, and
Fig. 17(b) shows the routability as a function of VIdensity and
metal pitch. We observe that routability suddenly decreases
as we increase the VIdensity . Moreover, for a given VIdensity ,
routability is more sensitive to changes in higher metal layers,
as we might expect.
B. WIR Model
To efficiently assess whether a PDN design satisfies the
WIR requirement, we build a WIR model based on a data set
that includes combinations of knob values from width, pitch,
and utilization. In our experiment, we sweep the value
of each knob from 75% to 125% of its reference value
12 There is a slight difference between the target and actual VI
density because
the VI should be aligned to the cell grid in a mesh-like placement to guarantee
the same distance between the VI and the connected net.

Fig. 17. Routability sensitivity analysis results for circuit-independent knobs
(a) width and (b) set-to-set pitch, with various VI densities.

Fig. 18.

Modeling results. (a) WIR model. (b) Routability model.

(e.g., 0.3–0.5 μm for M3 stripe width). Fig. 18(a) shows
actual versus predicted WIR for various PDN designs with
combinations of PDN design knob values. Our model achieves
an absolute average error of 0.75 mV (respectively, 0.98 mV)
for the training (respectively, testing) data set.
C. Routability Model
To find an optimal PDN, we must be able to rank PDN
designs that satisfy the WIR requirement by routability. We use
the same data set as in Section VII-B to build a routability
model. The input of the model is a sequence of PDN design
knobs for all metal layers in the BEOL stack, along with circuit
design knobs. Fig. 18(b) illustrates correlation between the
actual K th and the predicted K th by the routability model.
To assess the generality of our model, we also build
another routability model based on a data set that is composed
of routability data with knob values of {85%, 115%} of
respective reference values (i.e., a “subset” of the original
({75%, 125%}) data set). We then test our model in an
“Extrapolation” case (i.e., from the “subset” to the original data set) and in an “Interpolation” case (i.e., from the
original data set to the “subset”). Fig. 19(a) shows that we
achieve Spearman’s coefficient of 0.95 (respectively, 0.93)
with multivariable linear regression (respectively, MARS) for
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Fig. 19. Correlation of routability between the actual K th and predicted K th
values of (a) extrapolation and (b) interpolation. The scatter points displayed
in the graph represent a total of 256 #testing points and a total of 256 #PDNs
training points.
TABLE VII
S IMULATION R ESULTS W ITH THE AES AND JPEG T ESTCASES , W HERE
THE K th VALUES A RE AVERAGES OVER F IVE D ENOISING R UNS

the Extrapolation case. Fig. 19(b) shows analogous values
of 0.93 (respectively, 0.94) for the Interpolation case. This
suggests that our model can be generalized and used for other
testcases via interpolation and extrapolation.
D. Verification on Real Design Block
We verify our routability and WIR models by applying PDN
layer configuration pathfinding methodology to real design
testcases. We use the AES encryption and JPEG encoder
cores from OpenCores [38]. Each design is synthesized with
Synopsys Design Compiler L-2016.03-SP4-1 [43]. We perform experiments with eight-track standard cells from a 28-nm
FDSOI foundry technology library. Since cells of real design
blocks do not have uniform width as in a mesh-like placement,
we perform legalization before routing to eliminate overlap
caused by random swapping of neighboring cells. To apply
the proposed routability model, we add VIs as I/O pins and
then place the pins uniformly on the top metal at the VIdensity
used in the model (5% of #VIs/#nets). The additional VIs are
connected to the nearest different nets.
Without loss of generality, we use the WIR value of the
reference PDN design as the WIR requirement for each
testcase. The BEOL stack of the PDN is the same as that
of the reference PDN of Table II. Based on the trained
routability model, PDNs with a WIR greater than the WIR
for the reference PDN are filtered; then, the design knobs
that constitute the best PDN can be obtained through the
predictive model. To validate the ranking of the routability
model, we pick the best PDN, a reference PDN, and a worstquality PDN for verification with real design blocks. Table VII
shows the verification results with the AES cipher and JPEG
encoder testcases. In actual designs, the cell placement is not
uniform, so the denoising is performed through five different
random seeds, and K th of Table VII is the average value of five
runs. Fig. 20 shows that, for design blocks AES and JPEG,
superior PDNs, which have lower WIR and better routability,
are found. Note that the placement in real design blocks is less
uniform compared with mesh-like placement, which explains

Fig. 20. Routability (K th ) versus WIR data for (a) AES encryption core and
(b) JPEG encoder testcases. Blue dots denote the trained ranking of PDNs and
are represented by the second y-axis as K th values. Near-optimal, reference,
and worst PDNs are verified by real design blocks. The red arrows indicate
improvement from the reference PDN. The red regions indicate WIR greater
than the WIR of the reference PDN.

Fig. 21. WIR and K th of PDN layer configurations using the best PDN layer
combination from this work (blue dots) and the (human-designed) PDN layer
combination in [16] (green dots). Toward the upper left corner is better.

the discrepancy between the actual K th and the predicted K th .
However, our methodology is applicable as long as the rank
ordering maintains, and we have experimentally verified that
the rank orderings from mesh-like placement and real design
blocks are the same.
VIII. VALIDATION OF T WO -S TAGE PDN PATHFINDING
In this section, we validate our overall two-stage PDN
pathfinding methodology. We verify our two-stage PDN
pathfinding methodology using the PDN layer combination
from [16], along with the best PDN layer combinations from
PDN layer combination pathfinding. The best PDN layer
combination that we obtain is M3max − M8min . Considering the same PDN layer configuration solution space as in
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TABLE IX
PDN C ONFIGURATIONS FOR E ACH M ETAL L AYER W HICH U SE M IN ,
BASE , AND M AX R ESOURCES IN 14-nm F OUNDRY T ECHNOLOGY.
PDN D ENSITY I S C ALCULATED AS THE N UMBER OF B LOCKED
T RACKS F ROM THE T OTAL N UMBER OF T RACKS PER L AYER

Fig. 22.
Illustration of tradeoff between routability and WIR with
α = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8} for graph-based approach in foundry 14-nm technology.
The Pareto curve is from the graph-based approach.

Fig. 23. WIR and K th of PDN layer configurations using the best PDN
layer combination in foundry 14-nm technology. Toward the upper-left corner
is better.
TABLE VIII
R EFERENCE D ESIGN OF PDN FOR 14-nm F OUNDRY T ECHNOLOGY

Section VII-B, we obtain the ground-truth WIR and routability
values for the best PDN layer combinations. Fig. 21 shows
the routability and WIR of: 1) the reference PDN; 2) PDNs
based on the reference layer combination from [16]; and
3) PDNs based on the best layer combination from this work.
Recall that our goal is to find the PDN that: 1) satisfies the
given WIR constraint and 2) has the best routability. The
best layer combination found by our approach is superior
to [16], as our WIR-routability envelope contains solutions that
have both lower WIR and better routability (i.e., higher K th )
than [16].13
Note that, for our two-stage methodology, execution of
Stage 1 requires 17 runs with mesh-like placement to
determine the best PDN layer combination. Execution of
Stage 2 requires 256 runs to obtain WIR and K th data for
WIR and routability models. Each tool run, for both WIR and
K th data gathering, takes around 3 h. Thus, the overall runtime
13 Note that although the average WIR value of all data points from [16] is
lower than that in this work, our work achieves routability-dominant PDN
solutions that satisfy the WIR constraint, as illustrated by the envelopes
in Fig. 21.

is approximately (17+256) runs × 3 h = 819 h. Using parallel
execution with 20 processes, we are able to complete Stage 1
(respectively, Stage 2) within 3 h (respectively, 39 h) to obtain
a high-quality PDN layer configuration based on the best PDN
layer combination.
Moreover, to verify the overall two-stage PDN pathfinding
flow on real design blocks, we compare the WIR and routability values of the two real design blocks using the following
three PDN designs14 :
1) industry reference PDN design in Section V;
2) the best PDN design in [16];
3) the best PDN design from this work.
Table X compares WIR and routability across the industry
reference PDN design, the best PDN design in [16], and our
best PDN design, on the AES and JPEG blocks. We observe
that our best PDN design in this work has superiority over
both the industry reference PDN design and the best PDN
design in [16]. Our best PDN design in this work achieves
up to 16% and 12% improvements in WIR compared with
the industry reference PDN design and the best PDN design
in [16], respectively. Our best PDN design in this work also
achieves up to 35% and 10% improvements in routability
compared with the industry reference PDN design and the best
PDN design in [16], respectively. Furthermore, the average
WNS and TNS of both real design blocks are improved over
the previous [16] results and the reference results, while the
routing resource usage difference is less than 1%.
IX. A DDITIONAL S TUDY IN 14-nm
F OUNDRY T ECHNOLOGY
The abovementioned studies focus on finding near-optimal
PDN for the FDSOI 28-nm technology library. However,
in FinFET nodes and with tremendous pressure to maintain
density scaling, the number of available routing tracks is further reduced, and the design rules become more complicated.
To assess the general applicability of our pathfinding methodology in advanced technology, we perform further validations
using a 10.5-track 14-nm foundry library and a nine-metallayer BEOL stack. Since the 14-nm library collateral utilizes
Cadence Quantus QRC [40] format, we use Cadence Voltus
IC Power Integrity Solution [41] to measure WIR. Table VIII
14 To compensate for potential modeling error in WIR, we apply a 10%
margin for the WIR model. That is, we only consider PDN designs that have
90% of the required WIR, or better.
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TABLE X
ROUTABILITY (K th ) AND WIR U SING I NDUSTRY R EFERENCE PDN, B EST PDN IN [16], AND B EST PDN IN T HIS
W ORK W ITH R EAL D ESIGN B LOCKS IN 28- AND 14-nm F OUNDRY T ECHNOLOGY L IBRARIES

Fig. 24.
Postrouting layout (top, with highlighted TSV allocation) and rail analysis (bottom) results of (a)–(d) AES and (e)–(h) JPEG.
(a), (b), (e), and (f) Left-hand side of each design is the reference PDN and (c), (d), (g), and (h) right-hand side is our PDN in 14-nm foundry technology.

shows the industrial reference PDN design for the 14-nm
foundry technology.
A. PDN Layer Combination Pathfinding for Foundry 14 nm
We identify high-quality layer combinations using the same
methodology, as described in Section IV. The configurations of
the PDN for the sensitivity graph are shown in Table IX. From
a reference PDN layer combination with the top PDN layer of
M6, we derive a total of 99 PDN layer combination variants.
We obtain the shortest-path according to the coefficients of
routability and WIR in the sensitivity graph and plot the
tradeoff as a boundary in Fig. 22. Unlike the 28-nm FDSOI
experiment, the best layer combination in 14-nm technology
is the same as the reference PDN (M2 rail, M5, and M6).
B. PDN Layer Configuration Pathfinding for Foundry 14 nm
We first train routability and WIR models by generating
PDNs with a total of 256 different configurations from the
best PDN combination. Fig. 23 shows the tradeoff between
WIR and routability, based on the ground-truth data, for the
best PDN combination. Then, we solve the trained regression
model of WIR and routability as a linear program to obtain the
best PDN configuration, as follows: {wM5, wM6, sM5, sM6,
pM5, pM6} = {1.353, 1.005, 13.5, 11.99, 42, 42} μm. Note
that the best PDN configuration is obtained from the linear
program; hence, the configuration is from a larger solution
space than that defined in Table IX.
Fig. 24 shows the routed layout and rail analysis results
of the AES and JPEG designs. The best PDN achieves
25.4% (respectively, 10.6%) improved routability while
satisfying 16.7% (respectively, 18.5%) improved WIR in the
AES (respectively, JPEG) designs, as shown in Table X.

The positive slack of the most critical endpoint is reduced by
43 ps in the JPEG testcase, but there is no timing violation
in all cases, while the routing resource usage difference is
less than 1%.
X. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we present a novel two-stage power delivery
pathfinding methodology for emerging 3-D F2F integration
technology. Our proposed methodology is capable of navigating the tradeoff between IR drop and routability of PDN
designs in the 3-D IC context, where VIs and TSVs introduce additional challenges. We augment the previous perlayer PDN configuration pathfinding of [16] with PDN layer
combination pathfinding capability. Using our methodology,
we demonstrate the rank-ordering of PDN designs for a given
BEOL stack, considering the tradeoff between WIR drop
and routing capacity in the design space. We validate our
proposed pathfinding methodology with mesh-like placements,
as well as with real design blocks in 28-nm technologies. The
extra degree of solution space exploration afforded by PDN
layer combinations leads to improvements of more than 10%
in WIR and routability metrics. Exploring both PDN layer
combination and layer configuration, we can achieve better
results and estimate suboptimality compared with an industrial
reference PDN in 14-nm foundry technology. Our future works
include: 1) estimation of K th and WIR values for placement
in real SoC designs based on modeled K th and WIR values;
2) extension of our approach to heterogeneous integration
technologies beyond F2F integration of two dies; 3) extension
of this work to comprehend dynamic IR drop (e.g., optimize
the spacing between VDD and VSS power rails, as well as
necessary accommodation for decoupling capacitor insertion);
4) extension of our approach to designs with macroblocks;
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and 5) extension of this work to foundry sub-7-nm technology
nodes where BEOL resistance (along with scaling boosters,
such as supervias or buried power rails) will significantly
expand the PDN-IR pathfinding solution space.
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